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It is shown that, if m > 3, there exists exactly one connected graph having 
m + 2 vertices and automorphism group S, , the symmetric group of degree m. 
This theorem plays the central role in determining the least and greatest number 
of edges realizable by a connected graph having n vertices and automorphism 
group S, . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By a graph we mean a finite undirected graph (as defined in [3, p. 21) 
without loops and without multiples edges. The automorphism group of 
a graph consists of those permutations of the vertex set of the graph 
which preserve adjacency relations (cf. [3, p. 2391). It is shown here that, 
if m 3 3, there exists exactly one connected graph having m + 2 vertices 
and automorphism group isomorphic to S, , the symmetric group of 
degree m (cf. Theorem 1). Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 (another graph 
uniqueness theorem) play the central role in proving Theorem 3, which 
tabulates the least and greatest number of edges realizable by a connected 
graph having n vertices and automorphism group S,,, . 
THEOREM 1. If m > 3, there exists exactly one connected graph having 
m $ 2 vertices and automorphism group S, , namely, the graph obtained 
from the complete (m + I)-point by adjoining a pendant edge at one of its 
vertices. 
Proof (cf. Section 2). 
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THEOREM 2. If m > 2, there exists exactly one connected graph having 
m + 1 vertices and automorphism group S, , namely, the m-star. 
Proof (cf. proof of Theorem 2 in [4, p. 1211). The method of proof is 
analogous, but less extensive, to that used in proving Theorem 1. 
In [4] the least and greatest number of edges realizable by a (not 
necessarily connected) graph having n vertices and automorphism group 
S, was determined for all admissible n. Theorem 3, stated below, is the 
corresponding result for the case where the graphs are required to be 
connected. The key steps in the proof of this theorem are those dependent 
on Theorem 1 and 2. A proof of Theorem 3 is given in [2]. 
THEOREM 3. (a) Let .C(S,, n) denote the least integer for ulhich there 
exists a connected graph having F(S,, , n) edges, n vertices, and automorphism 
group S, (m 3 2). Then, 
GGn 3 FI) is not defined for n < m, 
g(&,n) = n - 1, n = 2, 3,..., 
if m > 3, then 
and 
n = FH, 
n = 112 + 1) 
(m(m + 1) + 2)/2, 17 = 111 + 2, 
Fl = m  + 3, Fn i 4,... . 
@I Let -&wL , ~1) denote the greatest integer for which there exists a 
connected graph having e(S, , n) edges, n vertices, and automorphism 
group S, (m 3 2). Then, except for the case (n = m + 1, m 3 3), 
&L , 4 = EC% , 4, 
where E(S, , n) is the greatest number of edges realizable by a graph having 
n vertices and automorphism group S, . (E(S,, , n) was determined for all 
n in [4]). If m > 3, then 
E(S, , m + 1) = m  = F(S, , FIZ + 1). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let K be a graph with M + 2 vertices and automorphism group G 
isomorphic to S, . Since m  3 3 by hypothesis, we note that all graphs 
considered in this proof have 5 or more vertices. The organization of the 
proof is separated into the following cases. 
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Case 1. G leaves a vertex of K fixed. This will imply that G leaves 
exactly two vertices of K fixed and that K is the graph in the statement 
of Theorem 1. 
Case 2. G leaves no vertex of K fixed. 
(2a) G is transitive and primitive; 
(2b) G is transitive and imprimitive; 
(2~) G is intransitive. 
If G leaves a vertex of K fixed, i.e., Case 1, we can think of G as a 
permutation group on the remaining m + 1 vertices of K and in particular 
as a subgroup of S,,,, . Since the order of G is m ! we can apply [I, Theo- 
rem II, p. 2091 and deduce that G can be only one of two possible types. 
Namely, if m + 1 # 6, then G leaves exactly one of the m + 1 vertices 
fixed and we have that G leaves exactly two of the m + 2 vertices of K 
fixed. Therefore, we can think of G as a permutation group on the 
remaining 111 vertices (z+ ,..., u,}. Since G has order m!, G acts on these 
vertices as S, . In particular, G is doubly transitive on these vertices and 
the section graph of these vertices is either the complete m-point or the 
null m-point. Since K is connected, at least one of the two remaining 
vertices {x, y), say X, is adjacent to some zli and consequently must be 
adjacent to each zli E {s ,..., ~1,). Thus, the section graph of {a1 ,..., a,, , X> 
is either an m-star or a complete (m + I)-point. In the former case there 
is no way of adjoining y to obtain the connected graph K, since each 
possible adjunction of y violates G = S, . In the latter case the only 
possible way of adjoining the vertex y is to make it adjacent to x and no 
other vertex. This yields the graph in the statement of Theorem 1. 
Now, if 177 + 1 = 6, then G is either (i) of the same type as discussed 
in the previous paragraph, i.e., G leaves exactly two of the m + 2 vertices 
of K fixed, or (ii) by [I, Theorem II, p. 2091, G is doubly transitive on the 
m + I (= 6) vertices. This implies that the section graph of these 6 vertices 
is either the complete 6-point or the null 6-point. Since K is connected 
the first case implies that K is the complete 7-point and the second case 
implies K is the 6-star. In both cases the automorphism groups of these 
graphs are not isomorphic to S, , being S, and S, , respectively. 
That G can fix no more than two vertices is clear. 
We now turn our attention to Case 2, G leaves no vertex of K fixed. 
(2a) If G is transitive and primitive, then by [5, Theorem 14.2, p. 411 
we have 
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where the vertical bars denote the order of the indicated group and 
[(m + 3)/2] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to (m + 3)/2. 
Since 
I sn,, I 
~ = (m + 2)(m + l), 
IGI 
we have (2.1) is valid only for m < 6. 
If m = 6, then by [5, Theorem 14.1, p. 401 we must have the index 
1 S, l/l G I = 56 is divisible by 2 * 3 * 5 = 30, which is not true. 
If m = 5 or 3, then m !/(m + 2) is not integral. But by [5, Theorem 3.2, 
p. 51 this is the order of G, = {g E G I ga = LX}. Thus, we have only the 
case m = 4 to consider. 
If m = 4, then by [5, Theorem 8.8, p. 171 every normal subgroup f id 
of a primitive group is transitive. Since G - S, has a normal subgroup 
X, of order 4, this group is transitive on the m + 2 = 6 vertices of K. 
But this is impossible by virtue of the size of X4 . 
Therefore, Case 2a does not yield any graphs. 
(2b) If G is transitive and imprimitive, then by [5, Theorem 7.4, p. 141 
there exists a subgroup Z of G which lies properly between G, and G, i.e., 
Since / G, I divides I Z I we have 
IZl=k& for some k E {2,..., m + l}. 
Since Z is a proper subgroup of G w  S, , we have by [5, Exercise 14.3, 
p. 421 that, if m > 5, then either I S, l/i Z / 3 m or Z M A,, where A, 
is the alternating group of degree m. Since 
I s* I -..---=&(m+2)=~, 
IZI . 
we have 
which yields 
2 >(k- l)m, 
which is only possible if k = 2 and m = 2. Therefore, if m > 5, then 
ZmAA,. 
If m = 3, then ] G, I = 3!/5, which is impossible. 
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If m = 4, then G w  S, . Since G is assumed to be transitive, K must 
be a regular graph. In particular, K must be a connected regular graph 
with 6 vertices. It is an easy matter to verify that such a graph does not 
have automorphism group S, . 
Returning to the case m > 5 where Z w  A,, we first note that 
A,, = G, . Then, since 
we have 
or 
m+2 - = 1 cxA, 1 . 
2 
Thus, Z - A, is not transitive on the m + 2 vertices of K. 
By [5, Theorem 7.1, p. 131, the orbits of A, C G partition the m + 2 
vertices of K into a complete block system of G consisting of the two 
blocks 
4 = ia1 5---s %w+z)/2) 
and 
4 = ca 9*-*9 Bb+zd 
By repeated application of [5, Theorem 3.2, p. 51 we obtain 
I G I = I G, I I a~’ I 
I G, I = I &pa I I 01:’ I 
Since the orbits of GOLILYa...a(m+z,,s-l must lie in the orbits of A, , we have 
in fact, 
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Since G is transitive, 1 qG 1 = m + 2, thus 
and by combining the relations of the previous paragraph we obtain 
To obtain a lower bound for 1 G’Yla2...UCm+zj,z 1, the order of G~laz...UCm+zj,z , 
we note that 
1 a~~cw;;%+ei,z-l j = 1. 
This yields 
1 =- 
g , (m : 2) * 
( > 2 .
Now, if we think of GtiIMe...mcn+z,,z as a permutation group on the 
(WI + 2)/2 vertices {& ,..., /3tn2+2),2} we can think of this group as a sub- 
group of S(na+z),z . By [l, Theorem, p. 2081, if the order of G,l,z...a(,+,,,, is 
greater than 
2(W-2)!, 
then either Gala2...mcm+e,,2 is transitive on {/c$ ,..., fi~~+2),2} or 
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A straightforward comparison shows that / G’Y1~2...a(,+2,,2 1 is indeed 
greater than 
and that 
Therefore Gu,orz...o,m+2,,2 is transitive on {a ,..., /3tm+z,,2}. 
We shall now see which connected graphs K are possible with a group 
having the properties we have just deduced. Since K is connected there is 
an edge (aI, A), where A, = {aI ,..., ~(m+z)d and 4 = {A ,..., P(m+z)d 
have been appropriately renumbered, are blocks of G, and are the orbits 
of A, C G. The orbit of PI under GA, equals d, . Thus, (01~) pi), 
i = I,..., (m + 2)/2 are edges in K. By symmetry, GAS has the same 
properties as Gd D1 ; thus the orbit of 01~ under GA8 equals d, . Thus, (ai ,/3J 
i = I,..., (m + 2)/2, j = l,..., (m + 2)/2 are edges in K. Therefore, K 
contains as a subgraph the complete bipartite graph on the vertex sets 
A, and A,. 
Since A, and A, are blocks, the section graphs on A, and A, are iso- 
morphic graphs. Denote these by S(A,) and S(A,), respectively. 
Let K be the complementary graph of K. Then, 
- - 
?? = S(A,) + S(A,). 
By [4, Lemma 41 with m 3 3 we have, since K is not connected, that E 
consists of nz isomorphic asymmetric graphs (by an asymmetric graph we 
mean a graph with an identity automorphism group) plus possibly some 
other type of asymmetric graph W. But the structure of K is such that 
all components come in even numbers. Thus, there cannot be an asym- 
metric graph W as part of K since this would give rise to automorphisms 
other than those in G. Therefore, K consists precisely of m isomorphic 
asymmetric graphs. Since asymmetric graphs have u = 1 or v > 6 vertices, 
it is impossible to have m such graphs on a total of m + 2 vertices. 
Thus we have shown that if G m S, is transitive and imprimitive, 
there are no graphs on m + 2 vertices with such a group. This completes 
the discussion of the transitive fixed point free cases, which are parts (a) 
and (b) of Case 2. 
We now consider Case 2c, for which we assume G is intransitive and 
has no fixed points. 
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The size of an orbit CP under G is equal to the index of G, in G, namely, 
Since G leaves no vertex fixed, / 01~ 
then 1 G, 1 = m!/2 and G, w  A,,’ .#ktanfJ ~G~bi,i’,l;l ‘,in?l.“l,,‘: 
NOW, look at G, = A, as a permutation group acting on the remaining 
m vertices of K. By [S, Theorem 9.7, p. 211, A, is transitive on m points 
if m > 3, thus, these m vertices form a single orbit ,8” of size m. Therefore, 
if an orbit of size 2 exists, there are exactly two orbits of G, one of size 2 
and the other of size m. 
If 2 < / oiG 1 < m, then by [5, Exercise 14.3, p. 421 if m > 5 we have 
a contradiction of the fact that other than the subgroup A, no subgroup 
of S, has index less than m. 
Therefore, if m > 5, there is one possible orbit partition {aG, PC} of the 
m + 2 vertices of K, where / 01~ 1 = 2 and / PC 1 = m. 
For m > 5 (actually for m > 4, see [5, Theorem 9.7, p. 211) A, is 
doubly transitive on m points. Thus, the section graph of flG is either the 
null m-point or the complete m-point. The section graph of aG is either 
the null 2-point or the complete 2-point. This yields exactly four possibili- 
ties for the graph K. It is an easy matter to check that none of these 
possibilities is a graph having automorphism group isomorphic to 
S 7?Z* 
We now consider the remaining cases m = 3 and m = 4. 
If m = 4 and the vertices are partitioned into two orbits, / ~1~ j = 2 
and ] /3” 1 = 4, we have shown that the possible graphs cannot have 
group S, (see preceding paragraph). If there is an orbit CY.~ such that 
] 01~ j = 3, then since G has no fixed points there is exactly one other 
orbit /3” such that 1 /3” 1 = 3. We first note that I G,G 1 >, 4. Then, think 
of Gore as a subgroup of S, . By [l, Theorem, p. 2081, if j G,G 1 > 2 (which 
it is), then either Gag is transitive on PC or / G,G 1 = 2 (which it is not). 
Thus, G,G is transitive on /I”. As was shown before when we considered 
the imprimative case, this yields a graph K which contains as a s&graph 
the complete bipartite graph on the vertex sets 8 and PG. The auto- 
morphism group of such a graph is not isomorphic to S, . 
If m = 3, the only possible orbit partition is {OIL, PC}, where 1 ac j = 2 
and 1 /?” 1 = 3. The section graph of /I” is either the null 3-point or the 
complete 3-point. If both vertices of 01~ are connected to PC, then the 
possible graphs cannot have group S, . In this case K would contain a 
complete bipartite graph on the vertex sets 01~ and /3”. The remaining 
case must have the two vertices in cyG adjacent to each other and not both 
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adjacent to PG. This is impossible since they could then not have the same 
degree and consequently could not be in the same orbit. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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